
BEARDMORE ONTARIO -

ERIC R,,DAVI,S AND ^.aswea.e 63.4*18 MCCOMBER 010

OMEP REGISTRATION OM81-4-P-84

The Propertyt

The property is located in the townships of Summers and 

Mccomber in the Thunder Bay Mining Division. It extends from 

the town of Beardmore east for 6 1/4 miles. The property 

straddles the CNR Longlac-Thunder Bay rail line from Beardmore 

east about l 1/2 miles and then lies immediately south of 

the rail lane for 4 3/4 miles. It includes the following 

72 claims t

TB 4881, 4928, 5003, 4830, 1.0374, 4834

4803, 4804, 4831, 4805, and W 1/4 Fractions 

4815, 4812, 5059 all patented - Summers Township

506598, 506599, 506600, 510708, 510713, 510714,

510715, 510716, 510717, 465854, 465855, 510709,

510710, 510711, 510712, 538483, 518068, 518069,

518070, 518071, 519883, 557848,-518072 - Summers Township

506601, 506602, 506603, 506604, 506605, 506606,

506607, 506608, 506609, 506610, 506611, 506612,

506613, 506614, 506615, 506616, 506617, 506618,

506619, 506620, 506621, 506622, 506623, 506624,

506625, 506626, 506627, 506628, 506629, 506630,

506631, 506632, 506633, 506634, 506635, 506636,

506637, 510718 Mccomber Township
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Exploration^Programi

The patented claims contain the underground workings 

of the Northern Empire Gold Mines, operated by Newmont from 

1934 to 19^1, producing 149,493 ozs. gold, 19f803 oz. silver 

from 425,866 tons milled.

The unleased claims include 6 old gold mine properties 

that were all we.ll prospected but sparingly drilled and like 

the Northern Empire Gold Mine, most records have been lost through the 

years. To utilize the limited information that was available 

and tie in the many showings on this large property it was 

decided to cut a baseline the full length of the property 

and carry-out a geochemical survey that we could correlate 

with known information on the patented claims and determine 

what underlies the many small swamps that could not be 

prospected easily during the development of this area in 

the 1930's. At the same time the shaft v/as dewatered to 

investigate 2 working levels (150 and 300) for mineable ore 

remnants.

To test some of the anomalies located by the

geochemical survey a diamond drill program consisting of
t 

6 holes totalling 1600 feet was undertaken. The results and

logs of 4 holes (9?6 feet) were submitted for the 1980 

program. Hole numbers 5 and 6 were drilled in 1981. A 

location map and logs for the latter two holes are enclosed.
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Potential Ore t

The vein of the vein type orebody is very strong 

through the mine and in fact has been traced for many miles 

on surface. The ore zones mined by the original operator 

were actually located on surface and developed confidently 

and mined without the assistance of a diamond drill hole. 

There are no pillars as such other than the normal crown and 

sill pillars so what has been left inside the boundaries of 

the mine workings are considered as ore remnants.

These ore remnants were examined and sampled sufficiently 

to indicate potential ore in excess of 100,000 tons of 

mineable grade, east of the shaft only, above the 450 ft. 

level. Future development is warranted when hydro is 

installed and proper conveyances to transport personnel. 

Bulk sampling will certainly be necessary to prove the 

potential ore outlined and with proper conveyances the deeper 

levels can be examined where ore has been developed but not 

mined.

The cut-off grade in the upper levels during the 

operating period was 0.4 oz. per ton so one would expect to 

find the ore remnants grading somewhat less than this and 

ore beyond the old workings possibly grading up to the 0,4 

oz. per ton.

The surface dump was surveyed and thoroughly sampled 

by a consultant (W. J, Riddell of MPH Consultants) i;

a total of 208,000 tons of recoverable ore grading^.^\y '*v~ 
per ton for a total of 12,000 oza. of gold. Ther^ ̂ fl^e s^cf^CxVf

^*^ l -.r-***? .^^VTL^ * J.
vi*

high grade sections that can be selectively mined|}
C] v*.
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